
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Study Notes on the Theory of Individuality 6
Hiroshi SANUKI
Erich Fromm raised one important way of examining individuality in ‘Es-
cape from Freedom ’.
According to Fromm,a person subordinates himself to the strong author-
ity, and gives up freedom to avoid loneliness. We can understand that proc-
ess as a process of the individuality renunciation. If so, it can be said that
the realization of the individuality is to live independently along one’s will.
“Live independently” means to live for his own purpose, to connected with
others independently and to realize the meaning of one’s life.
Fromm raised one more way of appreciating individuality, too. That is the
thoughtway of “the style of having” and “the style of being”. The former in-
sists on the individuality by the difference in the possetions. The latter tries
to realize individuality by making oneself the independent creative subject.
In this study I examine the relation of two way of this Fromm’s individual-
ity analysis.
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